The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5%
Mol Chain Length
Quality of chain
2 Entry composition i ○ There are 3 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 9610 atoms, of which 2306 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Molecule 1 is a protein called FUMARASE C. The second graphic shows the sequence view annotated by issues in geometry. Residues are colorcoded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
Mol Chain Residues
• Molecule 1: FUMARASE C Chain A :   MET  ASN  THR  V4  K8  D9  W22  Q27  R28  S29  M40  L44  V58  E68  K69  H85  F89  P90  L91  Q95  T96  Q101  N105  M106  L110  L117  V121  R126  K127  V128  F144  P145  H149  Q159  L160  I161  K165  Q169   H188  L189  A206  H210  K213  H221  E224  L227  T230  A231  L236  H239  P240  E241  R244  R245  V246  L250  T260  H278  K282  R296  W297  I306  G307  E308  S318  M321  K324  E331  M335  N343  D344  Q371  R397   Q400  L401  L402  N403  E404  M407  L412  I416  K420  E423  I424  A425  K426  H429  K430  E431  G432  L433  L445  F450  V454  R455  P456  E457  Q458  M459  VAL  GLY  SER  MET  LYS M1  W22  Q27  R53  N59  G63  L64  R74  F89  P90  Q95  T96  T100  Q101  N105  E116  L117  G120  E125  N129  P130  H149  V150  L153  L154  A155  L156  R157  L171  F178  H188  L189  Q190  T196  Q199  H214  H221   L236  H239  P240  E241  R245  F258  N263  K264  F265  E266  H278  K282  L298  G301  P302  I309  E315  P316  GLY  SER  SER  ILE  M321  P322  L336  V340  N343  Q371  S372  V373  L376  E381  N384  K385  A388  P393  E396  H415   K426  K427  K430  A439  L440  A441  L442  L445  F450  V454  R455  Q458  M459  VAL  GLY Xtriage's analysis on translational NCS is as follows: The largest off-origin peak in the Patterson function is 5.33% of the height of the origin peak. No significant pseudotranslation is detected.
5 Model quality i ○
Standard geometry i ○
Bond lengths and bond angles in the following residue types are not validated in this section: CIT
The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 5 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). There are no bond length outliers.
Mol Chain
There are no bond angle outliers.
There are no chirality outliers.
There are no planarity outliers.
Too-close contacts i ○
In the following table, the Non-H and H(model) columns list the number of non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms in the chain respectively. The H(added) column lists the number of hydrogen atoms added and optimized by MolProbity. The Clashes column lists the number of clashes within the asymmetric unit, whereas Symm-Clashes lists symmetry related clashes. 1  A  3454  781  3472  60  2  1  B  3453  783  3472  47  2  2  A  13  0  3  0  0  2  B  13  0  3  0  0  3  A  198  396  0  6  3  3  B  173  346  0  4  1  All  All  7304  2306  6950  104  4 The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 7.
Mol Chain Non-H H(model) H(added) Clashes Symm-Clashes
All (104) In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution. 2FUS
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 
Mol Chain Analysed Favoured Allowed Outliers Percentiles

Protein sidechains i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 5.4 Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○ There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Mol
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
2 ligands are modelled in this entry.
In the following table, the Counts columns list the number of bonds (or angles) for which Mogul statistics could be retrieved, the number of bonds (or angles) that are observed in the model and the number of bonds (or angles) that are defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. The
Link column lists molecule types, if any, to which the group is linked. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 2 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). There are no chirality outliers.
There are no torsion outliers.
There are no ring outliers.
No monomer is involved in short contacts.
Other polymers i ○
There are no such residues in this entry.
Polymer linkage issues i ○
There are no chain breaks in this entry.
